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About this Document 

This document describes each of the parameters specified in the Blackbox Trading System’s configuration file.   

Who Should Read this Document 

This document is intended for anyone who is interested in using Lightspeed’s Blackbox Deverlopers Kit (BDK) 

to deploy a Blackbox Trading System.   

Terminology 

Throughout this document the following terms are used:   

Term Definition 

BDK Blackbox Developers Kit.  A set of tool that allow Lightspeed customers 

to quickly develop Blackbox Trading Systems. 

Library A compiled form of the BDK software components common to all 

Blackbox Trading Systems. 

Source Code The mechanism used to specify the actions to be performed by a computer.  

Source code is in human readable form and must be compiled before it can 

run on a computer 

Console A software application used to configure, monitor and control a Blackbox 

Trading System. 

Remote Console A console that is running on a computer that is physically located at a 

different location than the computer the Blackbox Trading System 

application is running on. 

Lightspeed’s 

Blackbox Trading 

Environment 

A set of services provided by Lightspeed that allow customers to develop 

Blackbox Trading Systems.  These services include: market data service, 

Order entry service, risk management, short availability service, etc.. 

Blackbox Trading 

System 

A software application developed for the purpose of trading for a profit 

with little human intervention.  Throughout this document the term 

“Blackbox Trading System” is used to refer to an application that is 

created by compiling the customer’s software and linking it with the BDK 

Library. 

Trading Strategy A component of a Blackbox Trading System that will analysis market 
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Logic conditions, and when conditions are met will send buy and sell order to the 

market. 

Position 

Management Logic 

A component of a Blackbox Trading System that will determine when 

positions will be covered. 

Alternative Trading 

System 

A SEC approved, non-exchange trading venue.  Refer to Rule 300 (a) of 

the SEC’s Regulation ATS for the legal definition. 

API Application Program Interface.  A set of routine, protocols and tools for 

building software applications. 

Lightspeed 

Gateway  

Lightspeed’s order entry server.  Blackbox Trading Systems connect to the 

Lightspeed Gateway to send orders to the market and received status about 

orders form the market. 

Short Availability Information describing whether a security is eligible for short sale, and the 

number of shares that can be sold short. 

Function Call Refers to the customer’s software calling a function provided by the BDK 

Library. 

Call-Back Function Refers to the BDK library calling a function provided by the customer’s 

software. 

Customer’s 

software 

Refers to software developed by the customer that is compiled with the 

BDK Library to create a Blackbox Trading System. 

Console operator or 

Operator 

The person responsible for starting, stopping, configuring and monitoring 

the Blackbox Trading System. 
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Revision History 

The table below records the revision history of this document:    

Revision  Date Changes Made 

1.00  March 17, 

2010 

Initial Document 

1.01 June 4, 2010 Added the ignore-data-size configuration parameter 

1.01 August 6, 2010 Added the indices-mds-ip and indices-mds-port parameters 

1.02 August 26, 2010 Added the edga-mds-ip and edga-mds-port parameters 

1.03 ???? ???? 

1.04 September 30, 

2010 

Change termonology from Black Box to Blackbox and SDK to BDK 

1.05 November 1, 

2010 

Removed all liquidity flags from config file.  Flag values now in the 

Lightspeed Black Box API specification. 

1.06 November 10, 

2010 

Added use-qs-backup parameter 

1.07 November 11, 

2010 

Added the folliwng parameters and a discussion of why they are needed: 

   inet-field-separator 

   arca-field-separator 

   alst-field-separator 

   aetf-field-separator 

   bats-field-separator 

   edgx-field-separator 

   edga-field-separator 

1.08 November 12, 

2010 

Added the folliwng parameters and a discussion of how they are used: 

    filter-out-nyse 

    filter-out-cinn 

    filter-out-mwse 

    filter-out-bosx 

    filter-out-adfn 

    filter-out-amex 

    filter-out-phlx 

    consolidate-book-depth 

1.09 December 16, 

2010 

Removed all field separators because they are not longer needed now that 

Lightspeed as migrated to using only the new Quote Servers and Book 

Servers. 

1.10 March 28, 2011  
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Added the folliwng parameters and a discussion of how they are used: 

    filter-out-baty 

    filter-out-isex 

    filter-out-cboe 

1.11 July 27, 2001 Added the folliwng parameters and a discussion of how they are used: 

    sa-include-clearing-firm 

    sa-clearing-firm-id 

1.12 August 19, 2011 Added the folliwng parameters and a discussion of how they are used: 

   exclude-nyse-preopen-quotes 

    exclude-amex-preopen-quotes 

1.13 December 21, 

2011 

Added the gateway-auto-connect parameter and a discussion of how is used. 

1.14 December 29, 

2011 

Fix a typo regarding the acct-num-n parameter.  It should be acct-n-num, not 

acct-num-n. 
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1. Introduction 

The BDK Library obtains configuration information from the “Configuration File”.  The Configuration File is read 

by the BDK Library when the Blackbox Trading System is started.  The Configuration File contains all the 

information required by the BDK Library portion of the Blackbox Trading System. 

The Configuration File also contains parameters that define events, and the BDK Library will notify the customer’s 

software when these events occur.  For example, the customer can specify a trailing stop loss amount in the 

Configuration File.  The BDK Library will monitor the highest P&L achieved during the trading day.  If the P&L 

drops from the highest level by the trailing stop loss amount, then the customer’s software is notified. 

Section 2 of this document contains a description of each of the configuration parameters. 

Section 3 provides an example Configuration File. 
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2. Parameter Description 

This section contains a description of each of the configuration parameters. 

Configuration Parameter Description 

print-quote-mds-ip            IP address of the Prints and Quotes market data server. 

print-quote-mds-port Port number of the Prints and Quotes market data server. 

inet-mds-ip IP address of the INET market data server 

inet-mds-port Port number of the INET market data server 

arca-otc-mds-ip IP address of the ARCA OTC market data server 

arca-otc-mds-port          Port number of the ARCA OTC market data server 

arca-listed-mds-ip IP address of the ARCA Listed market data server 

arca-listed-mds-port          Port number of the ARCA Listed market data server 

arca-etf-mds-ip IP address of the ARCA ETF market data server 

arca-etf-mds-port          Port number of the ARCA ETF market data server 

bats-mds-ip IP address of the BATS market data server 

bats-mds-port Port number of the BATS market data server 

edgx-mds-ip IP address of the EDGX market data server 

edgx-mds-port Port number of the EDGX market data server 

edga-mds-ip IP address of the EDGA market data server 

edga-mds-port Port number of the EDGA market data server 

indices-mds-ip IP address for the futures market data server.  The futures market data server 

provides market data for futures contracts and indices. 

indices-mds-port Port number of the futures market data server.  The futures market data server 

provides market data for futures contracts and indices. 

mds-username The username to be used when logging in to a market data server.  This value is 

assigned to the customer by the Lightspeed operations team. 

mds-password The password to be used when logging in to a market data server. This value is 

assigned to the customer by the Lightspeed operations team. 

mds-version The version to be used when logging in to a market data server.  
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data-inactivity-time Many data sources do not send heartbeat messages that would allow the BDK 

Library to detect when the data source has a problem and stops sending data.  The 

BDK Library will attempt to detect data source failures by monitoring how often 

message are being received from the data source.  If the BDK Library detects that a 

data source has stop sending messages, it will remove all data from that data source 

from the book.  This parameter is used to specify the amount of time, in seconds, 

that the BDK Library will use to determine when the data source has stop sending 

data.  For example, if this parameter is set to 10, then the BDK Library will remove 

data from the book when no messages have been received from a data source for 

10 seconds. 

data-latency-msecs The BDK Library will measure the latency of each data message received.  

Latency is calculated by subtracting the time a message is received from the 

timestamp in the message (the time the message was sent by the data source).  If 

the latency exceeds the time specified by this parameter, in milliseconds, then the 

latency is considered excessive and all data from the data source is removed from 

the book.  The BDK Library will continue to measure data latency and when the 

latency becomes acceptable, data from the data source is re-inserted into the book.  

data-latency-disable-counter This parameter specifies the number of consecutive messages that must have 

excessive latency before the data is removed from the book.   For example, if this 

parameter is 20, then the BDK Library must detect 20 consecutive messages with 

excessive latency before removing data from the book. 

data-latency-enable-counter   Once data have been removed from the book due to excessive latency, the BDK 

Library will continue to monitor latency.  When the latency becomes acceptable, 

the data in re-inserted into the book.  This parameter is used to determine when the 

data in re-inserted into the book.  This parameter specifies the number of 

consecutive messages that must have acceptable latency before the data is re-

inserted into the book. For example, if this parameter is 20, then the BDK Library 

must detect 20 consecutive messages with acceptable latency before re-inserting 

the data into the book. 

ignore-data-size This parameter specifies a quote size.  Any quote messages with a size less then or 

equal to this value will be ignored and not added to the book.  If all quotes are to be 

added to the book, then this parameter should be set to zero or not specified in the 

configuration file.  If this parameter is not in the configuration file, then the value 

is assumed to be zero.  

Use of this parameter is typically not needed.  However, we have seen cases where 

someone submitted hundreds of thousand of orders for 1 shares each way off the 

inside price.  For example, on 6/4/2010 someone entered thousands of 1 share 

orders that were more than 1,000 dollars off the inside price.  Processing these 
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quotes consumes a lot of resources.  Setting this parameter to 1 will cause the BDK 

Library to ignore these useless quotes. 

use-qs-backup The BDK Library will can use quotes from the Quote Server if the data from the 

Book Server is not available.  Data from the Book Server is not available if the 

connection to the Book Server is down, or the connection is up but the user has not 

registered to receive data.   

 

The BDK Library obtains the full depth of book data for the following venues from 

the Book Servers: INET, ARCA, BATS, EDGX and EDGA.  Top-of-Book data is 

also available for these venues from the Quote Server.  The BDK Library will can 

use data from Quote Server for venues where the Book Server data is not available, 

either because the Book Server connection is down, or the connection is up but the 

user has not registered to receive data.  Another way to think of this feature is the 

BDK Library will use Quote Server data as a “backup” when the Book Server data 

is not available. 

 

This feature can be activated by adding the following configuration parameter to 

the BDK configuration file.   
 

 use-qs-backup = Yes 
 

If this configuration parameter is set to “No” or is not included in the BDK 

configuration file, then data from the Quote Server will not be used when the data 

from the Book Server is not available. 

filter-out-nyse The BDK Library obtains the best New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) price and 

quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the NYSE data in 

the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the NYSE 

data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then NYSE data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then NYSE data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

filter-out-cinn The BDK Library obtains the best Cincinnati Exchange (CINN) price and quantify 

from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the CINN data in the 

consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the CINN data.  

If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then CINN data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then CINN data will be included in the consolidated book. 

filter-out-mswe The BDK Library obtains the best Midwest Stock Exchange (MWSE) price and 

quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the MWSE data in 

the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the MWSE 

data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then MWSE data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 
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in the configuration file, then MWSE data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

filter-out-bosx The BDK Library obtains the best Boston Exchange (BOSX) price and quantify 

from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the BOSX data in the 

consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the BOSX data.  

If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then BOSX data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then BOSX data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

filter-out-adfn The BDK Library obtains the best Alternative Display Financial Network (ADFN) 

price and quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the 

ADFN data in the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” 

the ADFN data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then ADFN data will be filtered 

out and not included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is 

not included in the configuration file, then ADFN data will be included in the 

consolidated book. 

filter-out-amex The BDK Library obtains the best American Exchange (AMEX) price and quantify 

from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the AMEX data in the 

consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the AMEX data.  

If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then AMEX data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then AMEX data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

filter-out-phlx The BDK Library obtains the best Philadelphia Exchange (PHLX) price and 

quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the PHLX data in 

the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the PHLX 

data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then PHLX data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then PHLX data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

filter-out-baty The BDK Library obtains the best BATS Y (BATY) price and quantify from the 

Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the BATY data in the consolidated 

book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the BATY data.  If this 

parameter is set to “Yes”, then BATY data will be filtered out and not included in 

the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included in the 

configuration file, then BATY data will be included in the consolidated book. 

filter-out-isex The BDK Library obtains the best International Stock Exchange (ISEX) price and 

quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the ISEX data in 
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the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the ISEX 

data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then ISEX data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then ISEX data will be included in the consolidated book. 

filter-out-cboe The BDK Library obtains the best Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) price 

and quantify from the Quote Server.  If the customer does not want the CBOE data 

in the consolidated book, then this parameter can be used to “filter out” the CBOE 

data.  If this parameter is set to “Yes”, then CBOE data will be filtered out and not 

included in the consolidated book.  If this parameter is set to No or is not included 

in the configuration file, then CBOE data will be included in the consolidated 

book. 

consolidated-book-depth The BDK Library combines data from several sources and makes it available to the 

customer’s software.  The combined data is stored in a data structure referred to as 

the consolidated book.  The API function call get_book_depth() can be used by the 

customer’s software to obtain access to the consolidated book.  Refer to the API 

specification for details regarding get_book_depth().   

The BDK Library stores a specified amount of data in the consolidated book.  The 

amount of data stored in the consolidated book is referred to as the “depth” of the 

book.   This parameter can be used to specify the depth of the consolidated book.  

If this parameter is not included in the configuration file, then the default depth of 

the consolidated book is 10.   

Note, increasing the size of the consolidated book will affect performance.  The 

larger (deeper) the consolidated book, the more processing is required to build and 

maintain the consolidated book.  

gateway-ip IP address of the Lightspeed Order Entry server.  Referred to as the Gateway. 

gateway-port Port number of the Lightspeed Order Entry server. Referred to as the Gateway. 

gateway-username The username, assigned by Lightspeed Operations Team, that the customer must 

use when logging in to the Lightspeed Order Entry server (Gateway).   

gateway-password The password, assigned by Lightspeed Operations Team, that the customer must 

use when logging in to the Lightspeed Order Entry server (Gateway).   

gateway-auto-connect This parameter is used to instruct the BDK Library to automatically connect to the 

Gateway when the Blackbox is started.  The BDK Library will automatically 

connect to the Gateway if this parameter is set to “Yes”.  If this parameter is set to 

“No” or is omitted from the configuration file, then the BDK Library will not 

automatically connect to the Gateway. 

account-mode Specifies whether the Blackbox Trading System will be using single account mode 
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(S) or multiple account mode (M).  In multiple account mode, the customer can 

have multiple clearing accounts and specify which account each order is associated 

with.   

console-port  The port number that the BDK Library will accept console connections on. 

start-trading-time Specifies the time automated trading should start.  The BDK Library will notify the 

customer’s software at this time by calling the start_time_event() call-back 

function.  This parameter is specified in milliseconds past midnight.  For example, 

9:30am EST is 34200000. 

If account-mode is set to single account mode (S), then the start_time_event() call-

back function will be called with the account parameter equal to zero (0).   

If account-mode is set to multiple account mode (M), then the start_time_event() 

call-back function will be called with the account parameter equal to the account 

number assigned to the aggregate account. 

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified of a start time 

The BDK Library simply notifies the customer’s software at this time.  The 

customer’s software must decide whether to actually start trading. 

stop-trading-time Specifies the time automated trading should stop.  The BDK Library will notify the 

customer’s software at this time by calling the stop_time_event() call-back 

function.  This parameter is specified as milliseconds past midnight.  For example, 

4:00pm EST is 57600000. 

If account-mode is set to single account mode (S), then the stop_time_event() call-

back function will be called with the account parameter equal to zero (0).   

If account-mode is set to multiple account mode (M), then the stop _time_event() 

call-back function will be called with the account parameter equal to the account 

number assigned to the aggregate account.    

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified of a stop time 

The BDK Library simply notifies the customer’s software at this time.  The 

customer’s software must decide whether to actually stop trading. 

trailing-stop-loss-amt        Specifies the trailing stop loss amount.  The BDK Library monitors the highest 

P&L achieved during the trading day. If the P&L drops from the highest P&L by 

an amount greater than or equal to this value, then the customer’s software is 

notified.  Note, the customer’s software is notified via the 

trailing_stop_loss_exceeded() call-back function when the stop loss is exceeded.  
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The BDK Library simply notifies the customer’s software.  The customer’s 

software must decide what action to take when the stop loss amount is exceeded. 

If account-mode is set to single account mode (S), then this value is the trailing 

stop loss amount for the one (single) account.   

If account-mode is set to multiple account mode (M), then this value is the trailing 

stop loss amount for the aggregate of all accounts.  The trailing stop loss amount 

for individual account is specified with an account specific trailing stop loss 

amount.  See below. 

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified. 

acct-n-num Specifies an individual account number.  If account-mode is set to multiple account 

mode (M), then each individual account number must be specified in the 

configuration file.  This parameter is replicated n times in the configuration file, 

where n is the number of individual accounts.  n starts at one and increments for 

each individual account.  For example, if there are 3 accounts then the 

configuration file should contain: 

     acct-1-num  = 11111111 

     acct-2-num = 22222222 

     acct-3-num = 33333333 

 

Note, this parameter is required for each individual account. 

acct-n-start-time Specifies a time to start automated trading for an individual account.  The start time 

value is specified in milliseconds past midnight. If account-mode is set to multiple 

account mode (M), then the customer can specify a start trading time for each 

account.  Note, the customer’s software is notified via the start_time_evert() call-

back function at the time specified by this parameter.  The account number is 

passed as a parameter to start_time_event().  The BDK Library simply notifies the 

customer’s software at this time.  The customer’s software must decide whether to 

actually start trading. 

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified of a start time for the account. 

This parameter can be replicated n times in the configuration file, where n is the 

number of individual accounts.  n starts at one and increments for each individual 

account.  For example, assume the following 3 accounts are configured: 

     acct-num-1  = 11111111 

     acct-num-2 = 22222222 

     acct-num-3 = 33333333 
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If the customer wants to be notified of start times for acct-num-1 and acct-num-3, 

then the configuration file should contain: 

    acct-1-start-time = 34200000 

    acct-3-start-time = 36000000 
 

Note, in this example, the customer does not want to be notified of a start time for 

acct-num-2. 

acct-n-stop-time Specifies a time to stop automated trading for an individual account.  The stop time 

value is specified in milliseconds past midnight. If account-mode is set to multiple 

account mode (M), then the customer can specify a stop trading time for each 

account.  Note, the customer’s software is notified via the stop_time_evert() call-

back function at the time specified by this parameter.  The account number is 

passed as a parameter to stop_time_event().  The BDK Library simply notifies the 

customer’s software at this time.  The customer’s software must decide whether to 

actually stop trading. 

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified of a stop time for the account. 

This parameter can be replicated n times in the configuration file, where n is the 

number of individual accounts.  n starts at one and increments for each individual 

account.  For example, assume the following 3 accounts are configured: 

     acct-num-1  = 11111111 

     acct-num-2 = 22222222 

     acct-num-3 = 33333333 
 

If the customer wants to be notified of stop times for acct-num-1 and acct-num-3, 

then the configuration file should contain: 

    acct-1-stop-time = 57600000 

    acct-3-stop-time = 57600000 
 

Note, in this example, the customer does not want to be notified of a stop time for 

acct-num-2. 

acct-n-trailing-stop-loss-amt Specifies the trailing stop loss amount for an individual account.  For each account, 

the BDK Library monitors the highest P&L achieved during the trading day. If the 

P&L drops from the highest P&L by an amount greater than or equal to this value, 

then the customer’s software is notified. 

If account-mode is set to multiple account mode (M), then the customer can 

specify a trailing stop loss amount for each individual account.  Note, the 

customer’s software is notified via the trailing_stop_loss_exceeded() call-back 

function when the stop loss is exceeded.  The BDK Library simply notifies the 

customer’s software.  The customer’s software must decide what action to take 
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when the stop loss amount is exceeded. 

This parameter is optional.  If it is not in the configuration file, then the customer’s 

software will not be notified. 

This parameter can be replicated n times in the configuration file, where n is the 

number of individual accounts.  n starts at one and increments for each individual 

account.  For example, assume the following 3 accounts are configured: 

     acct-num-1  = 11111111 

     acct-num-2 = 22222222 

     acct-num-3 = 33333333 
 

If the customer wants a trailing stop loss for acct-num-1 and acct-num-3, then the 

configuration file should contain: 
 

    acct-1-trailing-stop-loss-amt  = 2000 

    acct-3-trailing-stop-loss-amt  = 1000 
 

Note, in this example, the customer does not want to use a trailing stop loss 

notification for acct-num-2. 

sa-svr-ip IP address of the Short Availability server. 

sa-svr-port Port number of the Short Availability server. 

sa-include-clearing-firm In the past there was only one Short Availability server for all customers.  A 

change has been made at Lightspeed and now there are two Short Availability 

servers.  One Short Availability server provides short availability information from 

customers who clear at Penson.  The other Short Availability server provides short 

availability information from customers who clear at other clearing firms.   

Customers who clear at Penson should omit this parameter or set it to “No”. 

Customers who clear at other clearing firms will need to set this parameter to 

“Yes”. 

The registration message for the two Short Availability servers is different and this 

parameter is used by the BDK Library to determine which type of registration 

message to send to the server. 

sa-clearing-firm-id This parameter contains the Clearing firm Identifier of the clearing firm that clears 

the customer’s trades.  This parameter is only required when sa-include-clearing-

firm is set to “Yes”.   Contact the Lightspeed support team to obtain the Clearing 

firm Identifier.  

authentication-string This parameter is used to ensure that only authorized consoles are allowed to 

connect to the Blackbox Trading System.  When a console connects, it must 

identify itself by providing a password (authentication string).  If the password 
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provide by the console does not match this parameter, then the console connection 

is dropped. 

max-allowed-consoles Specifies the maximum number of consoles that the BDK Library will accept. 

sec-fee-rate  The SEC fee rate.  The BDK Library will use this value when calculating total SEC 

fees and Net P&L. 

commission-rate The Lightspeed commission rate.  The BDK Library will use this value when 

calculating total commissions and Net P&L. 

exclude-nyse-preopen-quotes The default behavior of the BDK is to simply check the quote condition to 

determine if the quote should be included in the book.  If the quote condition 

indicated a “Regular Open Quote”, then it was included in the book.   

Using this configuration parameter, customers can exclude NYSE quotes from the 

book before the exchange has opened the stock.   

If set to “Yes”, then NYSE quotes will not be included in the book until the 

exchange has opened the stock. 

If set to “No” or omitted, then NYSE quotes are included in the book even if the 

exchange has not opened the stock 

exclude-amex-preopen-quotes The default behavior of the BDK is to simply check the quote condition to 

determine if the quote should be included in the book.  If the quote condition 

indicated a “Regular Open Quote”, then it was included in the book.   

Using this configuration parameter, customers can exclude AMEX quotes from the 

book before the exchange has opened the stock.   

If set to “Yes”, then AMEX quotes will not be included in the book until the 

exchange has opened the stock. 

If set to “No” or omitted, then AMEX quotes are included in the book even if the 

exchange has not opened the stock 
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3. Example Configuration File 

print-quote-mds-ip           = 10.210.101.243 
print-quote-mds-port         = 11121 
 
inet-mds-ip                  = 10.210.101.200 
inet-mds-port                = 11111 
 
arca-otc-mds-ip              = 10.210.101.202 
arca-otc-mds-port            = 11179 
 
#arca-listed-mds-ip           = 10.210.101.161 
#arca-listed-mds-port         = 58500 
 
#arca-etf-mds-ip              = 10.210.101.161 
#arca-etf-mds-port            = 58520 
 
bats-mds-ip                  = 10.210.101.244 
bats-mds-port                = 11115 
 
edgx-mds-ip                  = 10.210.101.244 
edgx-mds-port                = 11160 
 
edga-mds-ip                  = 10.210.101.244 
edga_mds-port                = 11150 
 
indices-mds-ip               = 10.210.101.241 
indices-mds-port             = 11122 
 
mds-username                 = sdean778 
mds-password                 = testpass 
mds-version                  = 1.1 
 
use-qs-backup                = Yes 
 
filter-out-nyse              = No 
filter-out-cinn              = No 
filter-out-mwse              = No 
filter-out-bosx              = No 
filter-out-adfn              = Yes 
filter-out-amex              = Yes 
filter-out-phlx              = Yes 
filter-out-baty              = NO 
filter-out-isex              = Yes 
filter-out-cboe              = Yes 
consolidated-book-depth      = 20 
 
 
data-inactivity-time         = 7 
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data-latency-msecs           = 2000 
data-latency-disable-counter = 20 
data-latency-enable-counter  = 20 
 
ignore-data-size             = 1 
 
gateway-ip                   = 192.168.25.240 
gateway-port                 = 31001 
gateway-username             = u052 
gateway-password             = u052 
gateway-auto-connect         = No 
 
account-mode                 = S 
 
console-port                 = 14994 
 
registration-delay      = 10000 
 
sa-svr-ip                    = 10.210.101.252 
sa-svr-port                  = 11401 
sa-include-clearing-firm     = yes 
sa-clearing-firm-id          = ETC 
 
authentication-string        = abc123def 
 
max-allowed-consoles         = 2 
 
start-trading-time           = 34200000 
stop-trading-time            = 57600000 
 
trailing-stop-loss-amt       = -300.00 
 
sec-fee-rate                 =  0.0000153 
commission-rate              =  0.0055 
 
exclude-nyse-preopen-quotes  = Yes 
exclude-amex-preopen-quotes  = Yes 
 
 
 


